welcome!
The Nuclear Issues Study Group (NISG) is excited to present to you

dismantling the nuclear beast symposium
Connecting Local Work to the National Movement!
We welcome you to the belly of the nuclear beast, “ground zero” of nuclearism: New Mexico. From
uranium mining and enrichment to weapons production and nuclear waste storage, our fair state has
it all! What better place to dismantle, dissect, and end its reign of terror? As the bumper sticker says,
“It began here, let’s end it here.”
You are taking part in an historic and momentous weekend. If you peek at our packed schedule, you
will see national speakers, up-and-coming student research, and local leaders alongside celebrated
artists, musicians, healers, and poets.
This symposium and our humble group began out of frustrated conversations about the lack of young
people, queer folks, indigenous peoples, and people of color in the anti-nuclear movement. In a strange
mirroring of the nuclear weapons and energy industries themselves, most of the leadership and information has been over-represented by older, straight, white men. NISG arose out of a desire to change
the makeup of the movement, and this symposium is a mobilizing response to that desire. We know
that the future depends on our ability to effectively address ALL of the nuclear fuel chain, cultivate and
follow Indigenous leadership (as we saw in Standing Rock), and bring a new generation into the noble
work of dismantling nuclear colonialism.
Around the world, Indigenous peoples, people of color, women, and children have been most negatively
impacted by nuclear colonialism. NISG acknowledges this and provides a space for a new generation
and anyone who stands to take part in leading a new model of resistance and resilience in the “antinulclear” and “anti-atom” movement. NISG does not seek to be a savior, but to work side-by-side and in
solidarity with all people, to protect our water, our Mother Earth, our future generations, and our New
Mexico.
There has never been a more important time to organize against the destructive forces of nuclearism.
We call on all balance-restorers, water-protectors, and life-defenders to join us in this movement to
DISMANTLE THE BEAST!
Ahéhee’, Go raibh maith agat, Gracias, Thank you!

The Nuclear Issues Study Group

Leona, Eileen, Celestino, Denise, Cody, Graham, Joel, Summer, Sue, Peter, Brendan

about nuclear issues study group
The Nuclear Issues Study Group, founded in 2016, is a grassroots
organization run entirely by volunteers based in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. We meet twice a month, and our membership comes
from local New Mexico communities including: organizers, young
people, indigenous peoples, people of color, the LGBTQ community,
students, artists, activists, and people who care about our water,
lands, air, and public health. We work on several projects as well as
supporting local, statewide, and national campaigns. We strive
TO PROTECT NEW MEXICO FROM ALL THINGS NUCLEAR through
education, art, and activism!
To get involved, come to one of our meetings. We always meet on the first Wednesday of each month at
7pm at the Albuquerque Center for Peace and Justice, 202 Harvard Dr. SE, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106, USA. We have additional meetings that are scheduled as needed, please contact us to be added
to our email list and/or for our next meeting time.
To support our work with a financial donation, there are several ways to do so . . .
• Online Crowdsource campaign: www.youcaring.com/dismantlingthenuclearbeast
• Via Paypal: Go to our website nuclearnewmexico.com and click on “DONATE” button to make a
secure donation or email us for the link.
• For a Tax-Deductible donation and receipt, make check or money order payable to “Nuclear Issues
Study Group” and mail to Indigenous Rights Center (a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization) at:		
Indigenous Rights Center, 202 Harvard Dr SE #5, Albuquerque, NM 87106
How to contact us
Email: protectnewmexico@gmail.com
Phone: +1 505 879 8547
Website: nuclearnewmexico.com
You can also “Like Us” on Facebook: www.facebook.com/
NuclearIssuesStudyGroup
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acronyms
In order to foster more transparency and clearer communication, especially for people new
to anti-nuclearism work, we are urging our speakers to avoid the use of acronyms and
jargon which are so pervasive in the nuclear industry. We are providing this list of commonly used acronyms as a tool to dismantle the nuclear beast.

ACL: Alternate Concentration Limit
AEC: Atomic Energy Commission
AFES: Alliance For Environmental Strategies
AUM: Abandoned Uranium Mine
BFF: Bulk Fuels Facility (jet fuel spill)
CARD: Citizens for Alternatives to
Radioactive Dumping
CCNS: Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety
CIS: Centralized Interim Storage
DOE: Department of Energy
DOD: Department of Defense
DNN: Diné No Nukes
DU: Depleted Uranium
EDB: Ethylene Dibromide
EIS: Environmental Impact Statement
EJ: Environmental Justice
EPA: Environmental Protection Agency
EMP: ElectroMagnetic Pulse
Georgia WAND: Georgia Women’s Action
for New Directions
HLW: High Level Waste
HOSS: Hardened On Site Storage
IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency
ICAN: International Campaign to Abolish
Nuclear weapons
ICBM: Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
IRC: Indigenous Rights Center
ISL: In Situ Leach [uranium mining]
LACSE: Laguna Acoma Coalition for a
Safe Environment
LANL: Los Alamos National Labs
MAD: Mutually Assured Destruction
MASE: Multicultural Alliance for a
Safe Environment
MWL: Mixed Waste Landfill

NTS: Nevada Test Site
NDE: Nevada Desert Experience
NGO: Non-governmental Organization
NEIS: Nuclear Energy Information Service
NEPA: National Environmental Protection Act
[process]
NIRS: Nuclear Information Resource Service
NISG: Nuclear Issues Study Group
NMED: New Mexico Environment Department
NRC: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PCE: Perchloroethylene
PPB: Parts Per Billion
PPM: Parts Per Million
RECA: Radiation Exposure Compensation Act
RMP: Radiation Monitoring Project
RWPR: Red Water Pond Road Community
Association
SMR: Small Modular Reactor
SNL: Sandia National Laboratories
SRIC: Southwest Research and Information
Center
TBDC: Tularosa Basin Downwinders Consortium
TCE: Trichloroethylene
TCP: Traditional Cultural Property
TRU Waste: Transuranic Waste
TWU: Tewa Women United
USFS: United States Forest Service
VOCs: Volatile Organic Compounds
WAMM: Women Against Military Madness
WCS: Waste Control Specialists
WIPP: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
WMD: Weapons of Mass Destruction
WSMR: White Sands Missile Range
Compiled by the Nuclear Issues Study Group
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glossary of terms
The language used by experts to talk about nuclear weapons, waste, and uranium
mining, is unclear, confusing, and full of jargon. It even has a name: “nukespeak,”
the use of euphemism to hide the dangers of nuclear weapons. The United States
government created theses euphemisms to operate in secrecy and keep citizens in the dark. Even
anti-nuclear activists fall into the trap of using shorthand and the words and phrases of the
nuclear colonizers. For example, Kirtland Air Force Base calls their illegal, radioactive
dump the “Mixed Waste Landfill,” downplaying the actual danger to our drinking water. Here is a list of commonly
used terms you may hear during the Symposium to offer you another tool to dismantle the nuclear beast.

Area G—63-acre site at Los Alamos National
Labs that contains radioactive waste from the
Manhattan Project and the Cold War. Underneath
large fabric tents and buried 3 feet underground,
there are nearly 40 pits and 200 shafts containing
approximately 20,000 barrels of plutoniumcontaminated waste. Area G includes sites
that are sacred to the Pueblo of San Ildefonso
and is adjacent to the White Rock residential
community.
Environmental Racism—This term describes
institutional racism at the level of policy-making,
regulations, and zoning which have the impact of
disportionately burdening communities of color
with toxic and radioactive materials. The 1987
UCC Report on Toxic Waste and Race in the U.S.
reported that communities of color are the most
negatively impacted by waste facilities and toxic
dump sites. This report stands true today in 2017.
Half Life—The amount of time it takes for half
of the atoms of a given amount of a radioactive
substance to decay or reduce by half.
Hardened On-Site Storage—There is currently
an abundance of high-level nuclear waste from
nuclear reactors being stored at the reactors.
Currently, the best solution proposed by
community advocates and electrical and nuclear
engineer, Arjun Makhijani, Ph.D., is to keep this
waste at the source where it was produced, but
to store in thicker more robust canisters. This is
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what most anti-nuclear grassroots organizations
advocate for rather than transporting the waste
across the country to another storage site.
High-Level Nuclear Waste—Nuclear reactors
create the most dangerous waste on the planet.
High-Level Nuclear Waste emits deadly gamma
radiation and has to be stored in a safe location
for more than 10,000 years. An accident with
this waste would be similar to the Chernobyl
and Fukushima accidents, contaminating the
surrounding area to the point that it becomes
uninhabitable for humans and turned into a
sacrifice zone.
In Situ Leach (ISL) Uranium Mining (ISL)—is
a process of mining uranium in uranium-ore
bearing aquifers by chemical solution processing.
Also known as “In Situ Recovery” or ISR, mostly
by industry, ISL mining requires an aquifer
exemption from the U.S. EPA which deems a
portion of the aquifer to be mined exempt from
water regulations forever.
Kirtland Jet Fuel Spill (aka Bulk Fuels Facility)—
In the Southeast corner of Albuquerque, on and
adjacent to Kirtland Air Force Base, a giant plume
of toxic substances is underground and inside
our aquifer and creeping towards drinking water
wells. Millions of gallons of jet fuel were leaked on
the base and now is in our soil and water. Neurotoxins like Ethylene Dibromide (EDB) are abundant and at unacceptable levels.

Sacrifice Zones by Rachel Morgan,
Watercolor and ink on paper

Marshall Islands—Between 1946 and 1958, the
U.S. government conducted nuclear weapons
testing in the Pacific Ocean, dropping 67 nuclear
weapons onto the Marshall Islands. The largest
thermonuclear detonation was 1,000 times more
powerful than what was dropped on Japan. The
U.S. quickly went to the Island to conduct tests
(Project 4.1) on the local people, who were used
as “guinea pigs” in radioactive experiments. The
nuclear fallout from this and other bombs made
many Marshallese people sick, and the people
today have yet to be adequately compensated
for these absolutely unethical tests. Bikini Atoll
remains highly radioactive and uninhabitable.

National Sacrifice Zone—A National Sacrifice
Zone is an area that is no longer safe because of
intentional or accidental contamination that has
made the environment toxic, most commonly in
communities with predominantly low-income
and people of color. Nevada’s nuclear test site
is one zone that has had hundreds of nuclear
weapons tested on it. New Mexico has many
sacrifice zones located throughout the state. Los
Alamos National Labs has many contaminated
areas, the first nuclear test was conducted near
Tularosa, and in the Southeastern part of the state
the first national repository was created to store
nuclear waste.

Mixed Waste Landfill—The Mixed Waste Landfill
is a radioactive dump full of nuclear materials
that were buried in unlined trenches. The dump
is located at Sandia National Laboratories located
right outside of Albuquerque and borders Isleta
Pueblo. It is believed that this dump could explode
in the future if the materials, such as the metallic sodium, were to react with water. This could
result in a radioactive plume that would surely
affect people in Albuquerque, Isleta, and many
more. Its contents also threaten the aquifer.

Nuclear Fuel Chain—sometimes mistakenly
referred to as the nuclear fuel cycle—has several parts: the front end (including mining and
milling), enrichment, fuel fabrication, the service
period (where fuel is used at power plants), and
the back end (transport, reprocessing of spent
fuel, waste storage).
Nuclear Colonialism—a system of domination in
which governments and corporations disproportionately target and devastate Indigenous peoples
and their lands to establish settler colonialism
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and maintain nuclear power. Examples include
the Pacific Proving Grounds impacts on the Marshallese people, the Nevada Test Site impacts on
Western Shoshone territory, and uranium mining’s impact on indigenous peoples worldwide.
Small Modular Reactors—or SMRs are small nuclear reactors pre-built in factories and shippable.
The U.S. federal government is investing in this
technology and a recent Executive Order categorized SMRs as “clean energy.” They are touted as
safer, with less chance of meltdown, and cheaper
to produce, but with little to no mention of what
happens to the nuclear waste produced.
Tech Area V, Burn Site & Tijeras Arroyo—These
three sites are contaminated with toxins that have
been known to cause Blue Baby Syndrome. Located on Sandia National Laboratories, these sites
have Nitrates and Trichloroethene (TCE) levels
that are above the federal limit. The contaminants
are in water and have the potential to move towards Albuquerque’s drinking water wells.
Transuranic Waste—This is waste that has been
contaminated with radioactive materials. Creating nuclear weapons and energy is very dangerous because it contaminates so many things.
Anything that gets even a small amount of radioactive materials on it becomes transuranic waste.
For example, this could be a lab coat or gloves that
were contaminated with plutonium.
Trinity Site—The world’s first nuclear weapon
was detonated on White Sands Missile Range
near Alamogordo, New Mexico on July 16, 1945.
The area was marketed as being desolate, deemed
as lacking any life or human population; however, this is untrue. More than 40,000 people lived
downwind from the site, and generations have
gotten sick from the radioactive fallout that was
released, resulting in various cancers.
U-235—Uranium-235 is a fissile isotope of uranium that can be used to create a chain reaction.
Uranium-235 is the product sought after for
nuclear weapons and energy production, has a
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half-life of about 703.8 million years.
U-238—Uranium-238 is an isotope of uranium
that is most commonly found in nature and
cannot sustain a chain reaction. It is separated
from the desired Uranium-235 in the enrichment
process, has a half-life of about 4.5 billion years.
Uranium Ore—Mineral deposits in the earth’s
crust that contain uranium. The “ore grade” percentage is determined by how much uranium can
be extracted from the total volume of rock.
Uranium Tailings—The waste byproduct of uranium milling. After uranium ore is brought to the
surface from “conventional” mining, and crushed
into a fine sand, it is treated with acid to leach out
uranium-bearing minerals. The remaining radioactive sludge or tailings is left over. The waste
contains several radioactive nuclides and is piled
up next to the mill or stored in tailings ponds,
posing health risks to local people and animals,
contaminating air, soil, and water for generations.
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)—Located
near Carlsbad, New Mexico, WIPP was the first
permanent deep geologic repository in the US
that will hold much of the nation’s radioactive
waste. This waste is expected to be buried for
millions of years. It stores transuranic waste, such
as tools, gloves and lab coats, that have come into
contact with highly radioactive elements such
as plutonium used in weapons production. Even
though there was a lot of opposition in NM, the
WIPP facility was still created. In 2014, a barrel
full of radioactive waste exploded leading to a
radioactive release. The ventilation system failed
and radioactive materials were released into the
air. WIPP was closed for nearly three years and
recently reopened.
Yellowcake—The product of milling uranium
ore, it contains about 80% uranium oxide and
is usually represented by the formula U3O8. The
yellowcake produced by most modern mills is
actually brown or black, but in early mining was
yellow in color.

notes
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short list of organizations/projects
dismantling the nuclear beast
LOCAL/REGIONAL
Albuquerque Water Groups— is a grassroots
group of community volunteers that works to
protect Albuquerque’s water. Includes CARD
(Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive
Dumping), SRIC (Southwest Research and
Information Center), Citizen Action NM, the
Albuquerque Center for Peace and Justice, and
Partnership for Earth Spirituality. (505) 242-5511.
Alliance For Environmental Strategies—based
in Artesia, NM and led by Noel Marquez and Rose
Gardner; working against High Level Waste being
shipped from around the country to Southeast
New Mexico. marquezarts@yahoo.com
Citizen Action New Mexico—leads Albuquerque
and New Mexico in both legal and public advocacy, to bring forth cleanup of the Kirtland Jet Fuel
Spill and Sandia Labs’ Mixed Waste Landfill, led
by Dave McCoy. http://www.radfreenm.org/
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping (CARD)— is a New Mexico based group that
was founded in 1978 by Hispanic activists and
members from Southeast NM. They have worked
to protect New Mexicans from radioactive contamination by opposing the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) and other toxic facilities. They do
this through an education program in which they
go to schools to educate on “The Nuclear Industry in our World.” They have also done actions to
prevent nuclear waste from going to the WIPP.
http://www.cardnm.org/
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety— based
in Santa Fe, works to protect all living beings and
the environment from the effects of radioactive
and other hazardous materials now and in the
future. http://nuclearactive.org/
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Just Breathe by Rachel Morgan, Collagraph print on paper

Diné No Nukes— is a Diné-led initiative to
create a Navajo Nation that is free from the
dangers of radioactive contamination and nuclear proliferation, including effects from past
and proposed uranium mining and processing.
http://www.dinenonukes.org/
Haul No!— is a volunteer Indigenous-led group
collaborating with Indigenous communities
and leaders, environmental organizations,
and community-based advocates working to
stop nuclear colonialism in the Southwest.
https://www.haulno.org/
Los Alamos Study Group — seeks nuclear disarmament, environmental protection and enhancement, social justice, and economic sustainability
—goals which are closely interrelated, mutually reinforcing, and essential to one another.
http://lasg.org/

Multicultural Alliance for a Safe Environment
(MASE) —is an alliance of communities working
to restore and protect the natural and cultural
environment through respectfully promoting intercultural engagement among communities and
institutions for the benefit of all life and future
generations; consists of Bluewater Valley Downstream Alliance, Eastern Navajo Diné Against
Uranium Mining, Laguna-Acoma Coalition for
a Safe Environment, Post-71 Uranium Workers
Committee, & Red Water Pond Road Community
Association. http://swuraniumimpacts.org/
Nuclear Issues Study Group—Based in Albuquerque, NISG seeks to protect New Mexico from
all things nuclear by recruiting young people,
students, and people of color to resist the nuclear
beast. https://nuclearnewmexico.com/
Nuclear Watch New Mexico—Through comprehensive research, public education and effective
citizen action, Nuclear Watch New Mexico seeks
to promote safety and environmental protection
at regional nuclear facilities; mission diversification away from nuclear weapons programs; greater accountability and cleanup in the nation-wide
nuclear weapons complex; and consistent U.S.
leadership toward a world free of nuclear weapons. https://nukewatch.org/

Partnership for Earth Spirituality —is a
non-profit membership organization which
brings together people from various religious
traditions, ages, cultures and economic backgrounds to promote a better understanding of
the interdependence of ecology and spirituality.
http://www.earthspirituality.org/
Southwest Research & Information Center
(SRIC)— is a multi-cultural organization working
to promote the health of people and communities,
protect natural resources, ensure citizen participation, and secure environmental and social
justice now and for future generations. http://
www.sric.org/
Tewa Women United—is based in the Tewa
homelands of Northern New Mexico (NM); was
founded and led by native women; and works for
the ending of all forms of violence against native
women and girls, and Mother Earth, & to promote
peace in NM. http://tewawomenunited.org/
Tularosa Basin Downwinders Consortium —
started in 2005 by Tina Cordova and Fred Tyler
along with other residents of Tularosa to compile data on the cancers and other diseases that
plague the communities surrounding the Trinity
Test on July 16, 1945.
https://www.trinitydownwinders.com/

We Do Not Consent
by Noel Marquez, Pencil on paper.
Artist’s Statement: “It would be a
massive environmental injustice
for New Mexico to bear the brunt
of storing the nation’s deadly
radioactive waste. No Suelten el
Dragon Radioactivo. Do Not Unleash
the Radioactive Dragon.”
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NATIONAL
Beyond Nuclear —is working for a world free
from nuclear power and nuclear weapons. They
are based in Takoma Park, Maryland. They strive
to educate and activate the public about the connections between nuclear power, nuclear weapons, and the need to abandon both to safeguard
the future. http://www.beyondnuclear.org/
Nuclear Energy Information Service (NEIS)— is
a nonprofit organization committed to ending nuclear power. Through the application of
nonviolent and democratic principles, NEIS is
determined to end nuclear power in Illinois, in
the Great Lakes Bioregion, and on Planet Earth.
http://neis.org/
No Nuclear Waste Aqui!—is based in Texas and
works to keep nuclear waste out of the state. They
offer information and current news on the transport and storage of High-Level Nuclear Waste.
http://nonuclearwasteaqui.org/
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Nuclear Information and Resource Services
(NIRS)— is a national nonprofit organization
that is devoted to a nuclear-free, carbon-free
world. Founded in 1978, they have served as an
information and networking hub for people and
organizations concerned about nuclear power,
radioactive waste, radiation, and sustainability
issues. https://www.nirs.org/
Radiation Monitoring Project—a national collaboration that provides the tools and training to do
citizen radiation monitoring in areas affected by
the nuclear fuel chain. www.radmonitoring.org
Sloths Against Nuclear State (SANS)— Opposes nuclear energy, weapons, and advancement
machines that could never benefit our lives
anyway —we’re already hurt and devalued.
www.facebook.com/pg/namakemonoradio

Poison Canyon by Rachel Morgan,
Spray paint and acrylic on canvas

INTERNATIONAL
Bürgerinitiative Umweltschutz Lüchow
- Dannenberg— The People’s Organization for Environmental Protection, based in
Lüchow-Dannenberg, Germany addresses issues
of nuclear power, reprocessing, waste transport, and Gorleban radioactive waste facility.
http://www.bi-luechow-dannenberg.de/
CRIIRAD —The Commission de Recherche et
d’Information Indépendantes sur la RADioactivité / Commission for Independent Research
and Information about RADiation is a non-governmental and non-profit organization, based in
France, that works to improve information and
protection of the public against ionizing radiation and radioactivity. http://criirad.org/
Don’t Nuke the Climate—A campaign led by an
international coalition of organizations to ensure
nuclear power and other false climate solutions
do not derail global efforts to reduce the extent of
global warming. We can and must meet the goals
of the Paris Climate Plan—real, viable climate
solutions are at hand—but not if we waste time
and money on false solutions like nuclear power.
http://www.dont-nuke-the-climate.org/?lang=en
Ecodefense—is an Environmental non-governmental organization, founded in late 1989
in Kaliningrad, Russia. Ecodefense works on
“Anti-atoms” campaign which is against importation of radioactive waste, construction of waste
storage facilities and burial grounds, and the construction of nuclear power plants in Russia and
abroad. Ecodefense also works against uranium
mining and the use of uranium and plutonium in
nuclear power plants. https://ecodefense.ru/
International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear
Weapons (ICAN)— is a coalition of non-governmental organizations in one hundred countries advocating for a strong and effective treaty
banning nuclear weapons. They have played a
huge role in the current United Nations Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons.
http://www.icanw.org/

Footprints for Peace is a group based in Australia
that is a global community of friends who are
dedicated to change through peaceful action.
Their aim is to educate, inspire, and empower
individuals and communities in building a
sustainable future. They have a walk planned in
2020 in which people will walk from Arizona to
Oakridge, Tennessee for a Nuclear Free Future.
http://footprintsforpeace.footprintsforpeace.net
Uranium Ban— An international initiative to
unite peoples across the world fighting uranium mining, based in Munich, Germany.
http://u-ban.org/
Walkatjurra Walkabout— is a celebration of
Wangkatja country in Australia, a testament to
the strength of the community who have fought
to stop uranium mining at Yeelirrie for over forty
years, and a chance to come together to continue
the commitment to a sustainable future without
nuclear. It is a chance to reconnect with the land,
and to revive the tradition of walking for country.
https://walkingforcountry.com/
Western Australian Nuclear Free Alliance
(WANFA)— was formed out of the Australian
Nuclear Free Alliance (ANFA) in September 2009
on Nukunu country, Quorn, South Australia.
Formed in 1997, ANFA (formerly the Alliance
Against Uranium) has been bringing together
Aboriginal people, NGO’s and health professionals concerned about existing or proposed
nuclear developments in Australia, particularly on Aboriginal homelands, and played an
important role in the successful campaigns to
stop the Jabiluka uranium mine and a proposed
national nuclear waste dump in South Australia.
https://nuclearfree.wordpress.com/
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La Tierra by Noel Marquez, Acrylic mural on stretched canvas, 6’ x 18’ .
Artist’s Statement: I started this mural at an “Art in the Parks Festival” in 1992 with the help of elementary school children,
to educate and stress the importance of respecting our Mother Earth. It’s a dichotomy of the sacred and the desecrated..

list of demands
1.

Sign-on and adhere to all provisions of the U.N. Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons.
Dismantle all nuclear weapons on the planet, including the 2,500 warheads stored at Kirtland
Air Force Base (the Kirtland Underground Munitions and Maintenance Storage Complex) on
the outskirts of Albuquerque.

2. Ban uranium mining worldwide, permanently.
3. Ban the transport of nuclear waste from point of origin.
4. Cordon off all radioactive waste and contaminated sites that cannot be cleaned up with current
technology.
5. Clean up all radioactive waste sites for which we have the technology to do so, and fully fund
research to invent technologies to clean up the rest.
6. Eliminate further establishments of “National Sacrifice Zones” which are places designated for
nuclear waste and weapons testing.
7. Compensate all uranium mine and mill workers post 1971 and all downwinders of nuclear
weapons testing by passing proposed amendments to the Radiation Exposure Compensation
Act (RECA) currently in congress.
8. Eliminate all dependence on nuclear power as an energy source by reducing our use, increasing
efficiency, and meeting our energy needs with renewable energy technologies and shut down all
nuclear reactor power plants now.
9. Require that all students from elementary to university level be taught about the dangers of
uranium mining, nuclear weapons, nuclear power, transport of radioactive materials, and
nuclear waste.
10. Convert the mission of nuclear research labs from weapons of mass destruction to green
technologies.
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people—getting their contact info and following up to stay in touch—is a critical tool for dismantling the nuclear beast.
notes Meeting
Use this space to write down names and phone numbers/email addresses of people you met at the Symposium who inspired you.
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notes
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suggestions for further reading
BOOKS
African Americans Against the Bomb: Nuclear Weapons, Colonialism,
and the Black Freedom Movement by Vincent Intondi
An Indigenous History of the United States by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
Ceremony by Leslie Marmon Silko
The Militarization of Indian Country by Winona LaDuke with Sean Aaron Cruz
No Nukes: Everyone’s Guide to Nuclear Power by Anna Gyorgy
The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War New Mexico
by Joseph Masco
The Orphaned Land: New Mexico’s Environment Since the Manhattan Project by V. B. Price
“Our Homeland, a National Sacrifice Area” by Simon Ortiz, In Woven Stone, 337–63.
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1992
Savage Dreams: A Journey into the Landscape Wars of the American West by Rebecca Solnit
The Tainted Desert: Environmental Ruin in the American West by Valerie Kuletz
The Transit of Empire: Indigenous Critiques of Colonialism by Jodi Byrd
Understories: The Political Life of Forests in Northern New Mexico by Jake Kosek
Wastelanding: Legacies of Uranium Mining in Navajo Country by Tracy Brynne Voyles
Yellow Dirt: A Poisoned Land and the Betrayal of the Navajos by Judy Pasternak

WEBSITES
ieer.org Institute for Energy and Environmental Research
www.wiseinternational.org World Information Service on Energy
www.wise-uranium.org World Information Service on Energy Uranium Project
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